BEAUTY CONTEST- BALLOONS, WILL BE GIVEN OUT FRIDAY!

Twenty-Two Women Nom-inated from Groups 1B, 1C, 1D

FOR 1933 YEARBOOK

Every Student, Vote For Three in Order of Your Pre-

ferred Choice!

NORBY ELECTED CAPTAIN OF TEAM

Callan Referee Player Is One of the Woodys Ever Seen From Idaho

Captain Norby of the Idaho Tark team, mentioned hereon in the title, is one of the Woodys ever seen from Idaho. Norby is a chap of a solid frame, an attorney, and a superannuated one of the Woodys ever seen from Idaho. As a football player, he is considered one of the Woodys ever seen from Idaho, and his presence in the team is expected to make the Woodys ever seen from Idaho a formidable force on the football field.

HORTON LEAVES FOR CONFERENCE

Officials of Pacific Coast Conference Arrange Schedule

George B. Horton, president of the University of Idaho, has just returned from a trip to the Pacific Coast Conference in San Francisco, where he arranged the schedule for the conference for the coming season. The conference will be held in San Francisco, and the arrangements for the games have been made.

Callan Expresses Appreciation

Dear Editor:

I should like to express my sincere appreciation to the members of the Woodys ever seen from Idaho and the staff of the Argonaut for the fine spirit and enthusiasm shown throughout the entire 1933 football season. The members of the team and I feel that we had the support of every Idaho student and, it certainly meant a lot. The Pep Boys were already receiving a great deal of praise for their spirit, and this means a great deal more. Bill and his friends have accomplished wonders to create enthusiasm both on the field and on campus.

Coach Leo Callen

Callan Referee Player

LEAGUE CALLS FOR two-weeks notice of the first, second, and third teams. The second week has been set aside for the third team. The conference will be held in San Francisco, and the arrangements for the games have been made.

JUNIOR MIXER IS WELL ATTENDED

Appropriately 250 juniors and seniors attended the mixer held last evening. As usual, the junior mixer was well attended.

BLUE SKY MEETING AT 7 P.M. ON TUESDAY

Blue Sky Meeting will be held at 7 p.m. on Tuesday. It will be well attended.

A STAFF MEETING WILL BE HELD TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14

The staff meeting will be held on Tuesday, November 14. It will be well attended.

The Argonaut Staff Meeting will be held on Tuesday, November 14. It will be well attended.
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Tributes, Farewells, And All That

Rebellious and successful was the career of the 1933 Vandal grid Wanna. He had a heart to beat in the team's success. It was an exciting and memorable season. In honor of the team's achievements, a tribute ceremony was held on Monday, (date). The ceremony included speeches by former players and coaches, and a special recognition of the team's contributions to the University of Montana. The event was attended by many members of the Montana community, and was a fitting tribute to the Vandal grid Wanna's outstanding season.

Hawk-Eye On Duty

During the post-season, the University of Montana grid Wanna was a key player on the team. He was known for his intense focus and determination. Hawk-Eye was a leader on the field, and his presence was felt throughout the season. His ability to read the game and make quick decisions was a major asset to the team. Hawk-Eye's dedication to the sport and his commitment to excellence were evident in every game he played. He will be remembered as a true Grid-Watcher.
**Society and Women's Activities**

**Marjorie Wrustler, Society Editor**

**Many Leave Campus For Thanksgiving**

After their last classes on Wednesday, hundreds of students and faculty members dashed for the bus stops, headed for the buses, of the quickest way to get to their homes for the traditional holiday meal. The newspapers were sold out. The radio and TV stations were filled with Thanksgiving music. Many families gathered around the dinner table, the turkey was roasted in the oven, and the pie was baked in the kitchen. But for many, this was a time of loneliness and sadness. The empty chairs at the dinner table were a constant reminder of those who were unable to join them. The sound of silence was deafening.

**Wednesday Night Football**

A football game was played on the college campus, a typical Wednesday night event. The crowd was excited, the energy was high, and the atmosphere was electric. The game was intense, and the fans were on their feet, cheering for their favorite team. In the end, the home team emerged victorious, and the sails danced in the wind.

**DELTA GAMMA HUMOR SECRETARY**

Moving their previous semester secretary, Rutha Deering, a new secretary, Karrin Derick, has been appointed. Derick, who is a junior, is expected to bring a new level of organization and efficiency to the Delta Gamma chapter. She is known for her attention to detail and her ability to manage multiple projects simultaneously.

**Many Students "Want To Go" Thanksgiving**

Many students are looking forward to the upcoming holiday season. They are excited to spend time with their families, to have good food, and to relax after the busy semester.

**URGES LARGER SPORTS TURNOUT**

Every student athlete has a responsibility to the university, and it is important for them to give their best effort in all aspects of their sport. Failure to do so may result in being cut from the team, which could have serious consequences. The university is urging all students to give their best effort and to take pride in their team.

**FLOWERS**

Pots Porr Chrysanthemums
Yellow, Bronze, Pink
$6 per dozen
China Mums $1.50 per dozen
Roses, Bouvardia Carnations, Gardenias
Potted Plants and Novelties
Place your order now for Xmas Wreathes
T. DAVIDSON, Floral Shop
Corner 6th and Main
Phone 5131

**Shoe Repairing done by latest methods.**

Satisfaction Guaranteed - We Deliver

**STEWART'S SHOE SHOP**

**3 about Cigarettes**

Not so long ago practically all cigarettes were made by hand. Now, Chesterfields are made by high-speed machines that turn out 750 cigarettes a minute, the cigarettes are practically untouched by hand.

By the use of high-speed machines, the tobacco is shredded into a fine powder, and a chemical is added to the tobacco to give it a flavor that is more appealing to the average smoker. The tobacco is then pressed into a cardboard tube, and the tube is sealed with a plastic band. The sealed tube is then subjected to a baking process that dries the tobacco and makes it more resistant to moisture. The result is a cigarette that is more flavorful and more palatable than the traditional hand-rolled cigarette. The cigarette is then rolled, and the tobacco is pressed into a cylindrical shape. The cigarette is then cut to the desired length, and the end is sealed with a plastic band. The cigarette is then ready for smoking. The smoking process is similar to the traditional process, but the machine-made cigarette has a smoother, more consistent taste. The machine-made cigarette is also more convenient to smoke, as it is easier to hold and more comfortable to smoke. The machine-made cigarette is also more cost-effective than the traditional hand-rolled cigarette, as it is cheaper to produce. The machine-made cigarette is also more convenient to smoke, as it is easier to hold and more comfortable to smoke. The machine-made cigarette is also more cost-effective than the traditional hand-rolled cigarette, as it is cheaper to produce.
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VANDALS THUMP BULLDOGS IN GRIDIRON FINALE, 20-12

The Vandals of 1933

SPORT

By BILL McKEE

In the annual football finale between the Vandals and the Bulldogs, the Vandals won by a score of 20-12.

The Vandals recovered three times, once in the first quarter, once in the second, and once again in the third quarter.

At one point in the third quarter, the Vandals scored on a 90-yard touchdown run by John Ward.

The game was marked by several exciting plays, including a remarkable 50-yard pass from Howard to Smith in the second quarter.

The Vandals defense was led by Herbig, who intercepted two passes and forced several fumbles.

The game ended with the Vandals on top, 20-12, with the Bulldogs unable to mount a comeback.

IT TAKES HEALTHY NERVES TO BE THE CHAMPION TRAP SHOOTER

Spending time on the University of Idaho newspaper was no easy task, but these students gave it their all in writing and editing every 10 pages.

In this issue, the students discuss the importance of healthy nerves in achieving success in Trap Shooting.

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCO

NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES... NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCO
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CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCO

ROSE BOWL BID TO COLUMBIA U

STANDARD CLASSIC ODER, OPEN FOR FIVE YEARS

Columbia University in New York City has been selected by Standard Tobacco Company as its opponent for the 1933 Rose Bowl.

Columbia has had a long and storied history, and its team is considered one of the best in the nation.

This game will be highly anticipated, with both teams eager to prove their skills.

SMITHFORTH IN COAST RACE

"White Ghost" Finished Second in San Francisco Bay Classic by California Stars

Willis Smith, the star quarterback, shone bright in the San Francisco Bay Classic.

With his exceptional skills and leadership, Smith guided his team to a strong performance.

Despite tough competition, Smith's performance was a highlight of the race.

In the end, California Stars emerged victorious, but Smith's contributions were not overlooked.
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